B.A. Bengali
(Choice Based Credit System)

Regulations & Syllabus [First and second semester only]

2017-18 onwards
B.A. BENGALI (MAIN) COURSE

REGULATIONS

UG PROGRAMME IN BENGALI (MAIN) DEGREE COURS

(The revised syllabus shall be effective from Academic Year 2017-18 onwards)

DURATION OF THE PROGRAMME

Prescribed undergraduate studies in B.A. BENGALI (MAIN) shall be of six consecutive semesters (Three years). The maximum duration allowed for each student to acquire prescribed number of credits in order to complete the programme of study shall be twelve consecutive semesters (Six years). The Academic Year consists of two consecutive (One odd and One even) semesters.

ELIGIBILITY FOR ADMISSION

Students who have passed their Higher / Senior Secondary Examination under 10 + 2 system.

MEDIUM OF INSTRUCTION

The medium of instruction for all the discipline specific core courses shall be in Bengali.

PATTERN OF EXAMINATION

• The end semester examination for the course shall be conducted by The Pondicherry University for a maximum of 75 marks and Internal Continuous Assessment for 25 marks.
• The internal assignment tests (15 marks), Assignments/Seminars/Presentations /Demonstrations /Viva etc (05 marks) and attendance (05 marks).
• No student with less than 75% in any particular course shall be permitted to attend the end-semester examination and shall be given grade of FA - failure due to lack of attendance. However, an overall condonation of 10% is permitted for valid reasons (NCC, NSS, Swachh Bharat) or medical reasons. A student who has been awarded FA shall repeat the course when offered. The Principal / Head of the Department shall ensure that the candidate is informed about the lack of attendance before the commencement of end-semester examination and confirm that such candidates are not permitted to write the examination.

• To pass a course the student must secure --
  A) A maximum of 40 marks out of 100 marks (40%) in the Internal and the End-semester examination put together.

SUPPLEMENTARY EXAMINATION

• A failed student who meets the attendance requirement may be permitted to register for the next end-semester examination in the following semester itself.

• Students who have failed due to insufficient attendance and/or less than 40% Internal Assessment marks should repeat the course as and when offered.

SCHEME OF EXAMINATION

Duration of Examination -- 3 Hours

Internal Examination -- Maximum Marks : 25

External Examination -- Maximum Marks : 75
B.A BENGALI (MAIN) PROGRAMME

(1st & 2nd Semester only)

To be implemented from 2017-’18 onwards

Semester -- I 20 Credits

(1). *Course: MIL--I

*Subject code: LBEN/LHIN/LMAL/LSAN/LTAM/LTEL - 111
*Title of the paper: BENGALI/HINDI/MALAYALAM/SANSKRIT/TAMIL/TELUGU
  *Credits allotted: 03 (Lecture)

(2). *Course: English-I

*Subject code: ENGL - 112
*Title of the paper: ENGLISH-I
*Credits allotted: 03 (Lecture)

(3). *Course: DSC -1A

*Subject code: BENG 111
*Title of the paper: BANGLA SAHITYER ITIHAS - I (PRACHIN O MADHYA YUG)
*Credits allotted: 04 (Lecture), 02 (Tutorial)

(4). *Course: DSC-2A

*Subject code: BENG 112
*Title of the paper: PRACHIN O MADHYAYUGER KAVYA - I (BAISHNAB O SHAKTA PADABALI)
*Credits allotted: 04 (Lecture), 02(Tutorial)

(5). Course : AECC - I

*Subject code : PADM 113
*Title of the paper : PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION , *Credits allotted : 02(Lecture)
Semester --II 20 Credits

(1). *Course: MIL--2

*Subject code : LBEN/LHIN/LMAL/LSAN/LTAM/LTEL - 121

*Title of the paper : BENGALI/HINDI/MALAYALAM/SANSKRIT/TAMIL/TELUGU

*Credits allotted : 03 (Lecture)

(2). *Course : ENGLISH --2

*Subject code : ENGL -122

*Title of the paper : ENGLISH-II

*Credits allotted : 03 (Lecture)

(3). *Course : DSC-1B

*Subject code : BENG 121

*Title of the paper : BANGLA SAHITYER ITIHAS -II (ADHUNIK YUG )

*Credits allotted : 04 (Lecture) , 02 (Tutorial)

(4). *Course: DSC-2B

*Subject code : BENG 122

*Title of the paper : PRACHIN O MADHYA YUGER KABYA - II (SELECTED CHAYAPADS & CHANDIMANGAL)

*Credits allotted : 04 (Lecture) , 02 (Tutorial)

(5). *Course : AECC - 2

*Subject code : ENVS - 123

*Title of the paper : ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

*Credits allotted : 02 (Lecture)
LIST OF BENGALI PAPERS FOR B.A. (MAIN IN BENGALI)

(FOR 1ST & 2ND SEMESTER )

1st YEAR , 1st Semester

(1). COURSE : DSC - 1A

*Course code : BENG 111

*Course title : BANGLA SAHITYER ITIHAS - I (PRACHIN O MADHYA YUG)

*Credits allotted : 04 (Lecture) , 02 (Tutorial)

(2). COURSE : DSC - 2A

*Course code : BENG 112

*Course title : PRACHIN O MADHYA YUGER KABYA - I (CHARYAPAD O BAISHNAB PADABALI )

* Credits allotted : 04 (Lecture) , 02 (Tutorial)

1st YEAR , 2nd Semester

(1). COURSE : DSC - 1B

* Course code : BENG 121

*Course title : BANGALA SAHITYER ITIHAS - II (ADHUNIK YUG )

*Credits allotted : 04 (Lecture) , 02 (Tutorial)

(2). COURSE : DSC - 2B

* Course code : BENG 122

*Course title : PRACHIN O MADHYA YUGER KABYA - II (CHANDIMANGAL O SHAKTA PADABALI )

*Credits allotted : 04 (Lecture) , 02 (Tutorial)
SYLLABI FOR B.A. (MAIN IN BENGALI) STUDENTS

(Applicable for the batch of students admitted
from the academic year 2017-’18 onwards)

1ST SEMESTER

COURSE - DSC - 1A

COURSE CODE : BENG 111

COURSE TITLE : BANGLA SAHITYER ITIHAS - I (PRACHIN O MADHYA YUG)

CREDITS ALLOTED : 04 (LECTURE) , 02 (TUTORIAL)

FULL MARKS : 100 (75 FOR WRITTEN TEST + 25 FOR INTERNAL ASSESSMENT)

UNIT -1

1. CHARYAPAD
2. SHRIKRISHNA KIRTAN
3. BAISHNAB SAHITYA
   a) VIDYAPATI , b) CHANDIDAS, c) GOBINDA DAS , d) JNANADAS
4. ANUBAD SAHITYA :-
   a) RAMAYAN - KRITTIBAS ,
   b) MAHABHARAT - KASHIRAM DAS
   c) BHAGABAT - MALADHAR BASU

UNIT -2

5. MANGALKABYA -
   a) MANASAMANGAL - BIJOY GUPTA , NARAYAN DEB , KETAKADAS KSHEMANANDA .
   b) CHANDIMANGAL - KABIKANKAN MUKUNDA
   c) DHARMAMANGAL - GHANARAM
   d) ANNDAMANGAL -BHARAT CHANDRA
e) SHIBAYAN -RAMESHWAR
6. CHAITANYA JIBON O JIBONI SAHITYA -
   a) BRINDABAN DAS
   b) KRISHNADAS KABIRAJ

UNIT -3

7. ARAKAN RAJSABHAR SAHITYA
   a) DOULAT KAZI
   b) ALAOL
8. SHAKTA SAHITYA
   a) RAMPRASAD
   b) KAMALA KANTO
9. KABI GAN
   a) BHOLA MOYRA
   b) ANTONY FIRINGI

*REFERENCE BOOKS : -
1. BANGLA SAHITYER SAMPURNA ITIBRITTA -- Dr. ASIT KUMAR BANDYOPADHYAY.
2. BANGLA SAHITYER SAMAGRA ITIHAS -- Dr. KSHERA GUPTA .
1st SEMESTER

COURSE : DSC - 2A

COURSE CODE : BENG 112

COURSE TITLE : PRACHIN O MADHYA YUGER KABYA - I (CHARYAPAD O BAISHNAB PADABALI)

CREDITS ALLOTED : 04 (LECTURE), 02 (TUTORIAL)

FULL MARKS : 100 (75 FOR WRITTEN TEST + 25 FOR INTERNAL ASSESSMENT)

UNIT - I

1. SELECTED CHARYA PADS : NO. 14, 17, 28, 33, 38.

UNIT - 2

2.) BAISHNAB PADABALI (PUBLISHED BY UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA)

a) GOURANGA BISAYAK : NO. 01. NIRAD NAYANYE NIRO GHANA - GOBINDA DAS

b) SHRIKRISNER BALYA LEELA : NO. 02. DARAIYA NANDER AAGE - BALARAM DAS

     NO. 08. AMAR SHAPATI LAGE - JADABENDRA DAS

c) PURBA RAG : NO. 01. SOI KE BA SHUNAILO SHYAM NAM - DWIJA CHANDIDAS

     NO. 03. GHRER BAHIRE DANDE SHATBAR - CHANDIDAS

     NO. 16. ROOP LAGI ANKHI JHURE - JNANADAS

     NO. 22. SOKHI KI PUCHHOSI ANUBHAB MOYE - KABI BALLABH

d) ABHISAR : NO. 01. KANTAK GARHI KAMAL SAMA PADATELE - GOBINDADAS

     NO. 04. GAGANE AB GHANA MEHA DARUN - RAISHEKHAR

     NO. 10. E GHOR RAJANI MEGHER GHATA - CHANDIDAS

e) PREM BOICHITYA : NO. 03. BANDHU KI AAR BOLIBO TORE - CHANDIDAS

f) AKSHEP ANURAG : NO. 08. SUKHER LAGIYA E GHAR BANDHINU - JNANDAS

g) NIBEDAN : NO. 01. BANDHU KI AR BOLIBO AMI - CHANDIDAS

     NO. 04. BANDHU TOMAR GARABE GARABINI - JNANDAS

h) MATHUR : NO. 07. A SAKHI HAMARI DUKHER NAHI ORE - VIDYAPATI

     NO. 10. ANKUR TAPAN TAPE YADI JARAB - VIDYAPATI

i) BHABOLLAS O MILAN : NO. 01. MADHAB, BAHUT MINOTI KORI TOYE - VIDYAPATI

     NO. 03. BAHUDIN PORE BONDHUYA ELE - CHANDIDAS

     NO. 04. HARI HARI HENO DIN HOIBE AMAR - NARATTAMDAS

     NO. 15. KI KAHABA RE SAKHI ANADA OAR - VIDYAPATI.
2nd SEMESTER

COURSE : DSC - 1B

COURSE CODE : BENG 121

COURSE TITLE : BANGLA SAHITYER ITIHAS - II ( ADHUNIK YUG )

CREDITS ALLOTED : 04 ( LECTURE) , 02 ( TUTORIAL)

FULL MARKS : 100 ( 75 FOR WRITTEN TEST + 25 FOR INTERNAL ASSESSMENT)

UNIT - I

GADYA :

WILLIAM CARRY , RAMRAM BASU , MRITYUNJAY BIDYALANKAR , RAMMOHAN ROY , ISHWAR CHANDRA VIDYASAGAR , KALIPROSANNA SIGHA , BANKIMCHANDRA , RABINDRANATH ( UPTO 1914 ).

UNIT - 2

KAVYA O KAVITA :

ISHWAR GUPTA , RANGOLAL , MADHUSUDAN DUTTA , HEMCHANDRA , NABINCHANDRA , BIHARILAL , RABINDRANATH ( UPTO 1914 ).

UNIT - 3

KATHA SAHITYA :

PYARICHAND MITRA , BANKIMCHANDRA , TARAKNATH , RABINDRANATH , SHARATCHANDRA CHATTOPADHYAY.

UNIT - 4

NATAK :

RAMNARAYAN TARKARATNA , MADHUSUDAN DUTTA , DINABANDHU MITRA , GIRISH CHANDRA GHOSH , DWIJENDRALAL ROY , RABINDRANATH.

REFERENCE BOOKS :

1. BANGLA SAHITYER SAMPURNA ITIBRITTA - Dr. ASIT KUMAR BANDYOPADHYAY
2. BANGLA SAHITYER SAMAGRA ITIHAS - Dr. KSHETRA GUPTA.
2nd SEMESTER

COURSE : DSC - 2B

COURSE CODE : BENG 122

COURSE TITLE : PRACHIN O MADHYA YUGER KABYA - II (CHANDI MANGAL O SHAKTA PADABALI)

CREDITS ALLOTTED : 04 (LECTURE), 02 (TUTORIAL)

FULL MARKS : 100 (75 FOR WRITTEN TEST + 25 FOR INTERNAL ASSESSMENT)

UNIT - I

CHANDI MANGAL - KABIKANKAN MUKUNDA:

GRANTHA UTPATTIR KARAN, KALKETUR JANMA, BIBAHA, BHOJAN, MRIGAYA, ARANYE PASHUDER DUROBASTHA O KRONDON, CHANDIR NIKAT PASHUDER DUKKHO NIBEDAN, CHANDIR GODHIKA ROOP DHARON O KALKETUR CHHALONA, KALKETUKE DEBIR BORDAN, MURARI SHILER NIKAT GAMON, KALKETUR GUJRAT NAGAR POTTON, PROJA STHAPON, BHARU DATTER AGOMON, GUJRAT NAGR AKROMON O KALKETUR PORAJOY, NILAMBORER SHAP MOCHON.

UNIT - 2

SHAKTO PADABOLI (PUBLISHED BY UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA):

a) AGOMONI : PADAS -- 7, 10, 15, 66, 68.
b) BIJOYA : PADAS -- 87, 88, 89, 92, 100.

REFERENCE BOOKS:

1. CHONDIMONGOL PARIKROMA - EDITED BY Dr. SUKHOMOY MUKHOPADHYAY
2. KOBIKANKAN CHONDI - EDITED BY SANAT KUMAR NASKAR.